Cube Access Hybrid SLT 500
iridium´n´berry 2019
Product price:

3 499,00 € tax
included
Product attributes:
Frame Size: 16", 18", 17", 19"
Radgröße: 27,5", 29"
Antrieb: Bosch
Frame: Hard Tail MTB

Product description:
There are times when only the best will do - and we're here to tell you that this is one of those
times. The Access Hybrid SLT encompasses everything that we know about building light, great
handling hardtails for women... with the added power of Bosch's superb CX drive system and a
stunning selection of premium components. Fox's smooth, precise-steering 34 Rhythm suspension
fork works in harmony with the frame's accurate steering and Schwalbe tyres' tenacious grip to
deliver trail-taming comfort and grip. Meanwhile, the Bosch drive system and Shimano XT 11 speed
transmission components get your pedal power to the trail across a huge range of gears, putting
every climb within your reach. Newmen cockpit components are designed to add ride-long comfort,
and powerful Shimano hydraulic disc brakes ensure you're always in control. There's no better
Bosch e-mtb for women... and no better way of expanding your trail riding horizons.
We know what you're thinking: the Access Hybrid SLT doesn't look much like a Bosch e-bike. That's
because our talented design team have gone to extraordinary lengths to incorporate the
sophisticated Bosch CX drive unit and PowerTube battery into the lines of the frame's tubes, giving
this bike an appearance that's as subtle as it is elegant. But it isn't just about looks. The one piece,
gravity cast down tube that houses the battery, for example, forms a massively stiff and strong
backbone for the frame. Combined with a tapered head tube, a Boost rear axle and our Agile Ride
Geometry, it means that the Access Hybrid SLT has handling that's always confidence-inspiring,
agile and safe, no matter what the trail throws at you. Internally routed cables and the battery are
safe from dust, dirt and water, but you don't need to remove the battery from the frame for recharging. We even had room to add a bottle cage mount, so you can take more fluids to stay
hydrated on longer rides. And all of this attention to detail is for one purpose only: to ensure that
you can focus on the ride.
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frameAluminium Superlite, Gravity Casting, Agile Ride Geometry, Tapered Headtube,
Boost 148, Internal Cable Routing, Full Integrated Battery
colouriridium´n´berry
sizeSize Split: 27.5: 16", 18" // 29: 17", 19"
forkFox 34 Rhythm, 2-Position Sweep-Adjust GRIP Damper, Tapered, 15x110mm, E-Bike
Optimized, 100mm
headset FSA Orbit 1.5E ZS, Top Zero-Stack 1 1/8" (OD 44mm), Bottom Zero-Stack 1 1/2"
(OD 56mm)
stemNewmen Evolution 318.4, 31.8mm
handlebarNewmen Evolution 318.10, 720mm
gripsNatural Fit GRIP All Terrain
rear derailleurShimano XT RD-M8000-DGS, ShadowPlus, 11-Speed
shiftersShimano XT SL-M8000-I, Direct Attach
brake systemShimano XT BR-M8020/BR-M8000, Hydr. Disc Brake (180/180)
cranksetFSA CK-745, 15T, 175mm
cassetteShimano SLX CS-M7000, 11-46T
chainKMC X11e, EcoProTeQ
rimsCUBE EX30, 32H, Disc, Tubeless Ready
front hubShimano XT HB-M8010-B, 15QR, Boost, Centerlock
rear hubShimano XT FH-M8010-B, 12mm, Boost, Centerlock
tyresSchwalbe Nobby Nic, Addix Speedgrip, Kevlar, Tubeless Easy, 2.60
pedalsCUBE PP MTB
saddleNatural Fit Active Race WS
seat postNewmen Evolution, 30.9mm
seatclampCUBE Varioclose, 34.9mm
drive unitBosch Drive Unit Performance CX (75Nm) Cruise (250Watt)
batteryBosch PowerTube 500
chargerBosch 4A
displayBosch Purion
extras Dropper Post Option: #13619 RFR Telescope Seatpost 30.9x100mm, #13620 RFR
Telescope Seatpost 30.9x125mm
weight22,1 kg
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